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Abstract
This note contains the user documentation of the FORTRAN program
icohst that processes results from ICOOL [1], the program that simu-
lates ionisation cooling by tracking. icohst computes means and stan-
dard deviation of the particle distributions, and emittances, and presents






















This brief note contains the user documentation of the FORTRAN program icohst
that processes results from ICOOL [1], the program that simulates ionisation cooling
by tracking. The ICOOL results are in an EXCEL file in CSV format. Tab. 1 shows
the first few lines in such a file. icohst skips the first line with the heading, and
processes the remaining lines to the end of the file.







In the WWW directory http://keil.home.cern.ch/keil/Fortran/
are all files needed for compilation on UNIX systems such as lxplus at CERN;
icohst.f is the FORTRAN source. I compile it by issuing the UNIX command
makex icohst which calls makem, and puts the executable into my bin directory.
Other users who want to execute icohst should put my bin directory into their
path. Other users who wish to compile icohst, should copy the FORTRAN sources
icohst.f and apopen.f, and the scripts makem and makex into a directory of
their choice. They also must change the line in makem that puts the executable into
my bin directory.
http://keil.home.cern.ch/keil/Doc/CAS/Greece/ contains the
data and result files. Users can read these files, but cannot write them. Users who wish
to execute the example, must copy the data files into a directory for which they have
read and write access.
2 USE OF ICOHST
The user invokes the program with the commandicohst in the directory that contains
the ICOOL results. icohst runs interactively. It first asks the user for two filenames,
that of the coordinate file in CSV format, and that of the listing file. If a coordinate
file with the name entered does not exist, the users has two more chances to enter
the correct name. If the listing file exists, it is overwritten. As an example, I use the
coordinate file in icool.csv. The listing file is in icool.lis.
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2.1 First Pass
In the first pass through the coordinate file, icohst reads the six coordinates of all
particles, computes the minimum, mean and maximum values, the standard deviations,
and the    covariance matrix, and prints all of them. The three two-dimensional
emittances are calculated from the covariance matrix, assuming that it is    block
diagonal. The six-dimensional emittance is the square root of the determinant of the
covariance matrix.
2.2 Set Up Histograms
icohst uses the HBOOK package [2]. It first asks the user whether he wants to get
the tails of the coordinate distributions removed before the histograms are filled. This
action removes particles that are far away from most of the beam. If the user answers t
for true, icohst asks whether the cut-off should be at three standard deviations. If the
user answers f for false, icohst asks for the number of standard deviations. When
the tails are removed, then icohst replaces the minimum and maximum values of
the six coordinates by their mean  the specified number of standard deviations.
The default values for the number of channels are 50 for 1D histograms, and   
for 2D histograms. icohst asks the user whether he accepts these values, and for
different ones if he does not. The edges of the histograms are at round numbers.
The histograms numbered 1 to 6 are the one-dimensional ones for 	 , 
 ,  , 
 ,  and

 . The two-dimensional histograms have two-digit numbers. The first digit refers
to the coordinate, that is printed vertically in the listing, and plotted on the left scale.
The second digit refers to the coordinate, that is printed horizontally in the listing,
and plotted on the right scale. Hence the histogram identifiers and coordinate pairs
are associated as follows: 
	  , ﬀﬁ	ﬂ ﬃ , 



























The histograms are filled in the second pass through the coordinate file. Since icohst
does not store the coordinates in arrays, the number of particles in the coordinate file is
not limited by array sizes. If tails are removed, the means, standard deviations, 2D and
6D emittances for the remaining particles are calculated and printed. All 21 histograms
are printed in the listing file.
2.4 Termination
icohst asks the user for the name of the histogram file, and writes all histograms
into it for later processing. Examples of the histograms are in icool.his.
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surface 21 30 30
fortran/close 66
3 PLOT HISTOGRAMS
I use paw++ [3] for plotting the histograms. Tab. 2 shows a typical command file that
plots a one-dimensional histogram for 	 and a two-dimensional surface plot for 
,	
into separate files in eps format. It is in icool.kumac. Fig. 1 shows an example of
a one-dimensional histogram, truncated at three standard deviations. Fig. 2 shows an
example of a two-dimensional histogram for 
*	 , also truncated at three standard
deviations. Here, 
 and 	 are drawn along the left and right axis, respectively.
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Figure 1: Example of a one-dimensional histogram
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Figure 2: Example of a two-dimensional histogram for ﬀ
	 ; 
$ and 	 are drawn
along the left and right scale, respectively.
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